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Abstract

The Cloud Computing paradigm has gained considerable attention owing to the notable commercial suc-
cess of many Cloud service providers. Typically, a Cloud Computing service provides its customers with
resources as a utility, using a pay-as-you-go model. Thus, Cloud Computing customers can reduce costs
related to the acquisition and management of complex IT infrastructures, and Cloud service providers can
make efficient use of large resource pools by consolidating multiple variable workloads. From the providers
point of view a Cloud is a very large distributed system which poses many challenges, including moni-
toring, management, efficient resource sharing, fault-tolerance and so on. The amount of knowledge and
experience acquired in the development of distributed systems can be used to address some of these issues,
while other problems pose new challenges that need new solutions. In this paper we introduce our ap-
proach to Cloud Computing and summarize recent results we have obtained by applying this approach to
the solution of some critical problems in the Cloud Computing field.
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1 Introduction

Foreword (by Fabio Panzieri)

One of the most important lessons I have learned from Brian Randell is that, in order to mas-
ter and control the complexity inherent in any computing system and to address effectively the
variety of performance/reliability/security trade-off issues involved in its design, it is crucial to
impose a structure on that system so as to study its components and their properties in isolation,
and infer the properties of the whole from those of the parts. The principles behind this lesson
have been elegantly summarized by John Rushby in [27]; this paper is a testimony of the appli-
cation of Brians lesson to the field of Cloud Computing by a group of colleagues of mine and I,
in my Department.

1 Introduction

The Cloud Computing paradigm originates mainly from research on distributed computing and
virtualization, as it is based on principles, techniques and technologies developed in these areas.

Although there may still be some confusion as to what exactly Cloud Computing means, and
no general consensus on a definition for Cloud Computing has been reached [2, 31], for the scope
of this paper we shall adopt the informal definition of Cloud Computing proposed in [22] and
reported below:

Cloud Computing is a model for enabling convenient, on-demand network access to
a shared pool of configurable computing resources (e.g., networks, servers, storage,
applications, and services) that can be rapidly provisioned and releasedwith minimal
management effort or service provider interaction.

In [22] the above definition is extended with a discussion of the essential characteristics a
Cloud Computing environment is to possess, and both the service and the deployment models it
can implement. In summary, those characteristics include:

1. on-demand self service: the ability to provision computing capabilities (e.g. CPU time,
network storage) dynamically, as needed, without human intervention;

2. broad network access: computing capabilities can be accessed through the network by (thin
or thick) client platforms using standard mechanisms;

3. resource pooling: virtual and physical resources can be pooled and assigned dynamically
to consumers, according to their demand, using a multi-tenant model;

4. elasticity: capabilities can be provisioned dynamically in order to enable a customer appli-
cation to scale out quickly, and can be dynamically released in order to enable it to scale
in (in general, the customer perceives unlimited capabilities that can be purchased in any
quantity at any time);

5. measured service: Cloud resource and service usages are optimized through a pay-per-use
business model, and are to be monitored, controlled and reported transparently to both
their customer and provider.

The service models define the level of abstraction at which a cloud customer interfaces a
Cloud Computing environment. These consist of the Software as a Service (SaaS)model, the Plat-
form as a Service (PaaS) model, and the Infrastructure as a Service (IaaS) model. In essence, in a
SaaS Cloud, the capabilities provided to a Cloud customer are application services running in the
Cloud infrastructure. The Cloud customer has no control over the Cloud infrastructure. “Google
apps” is probably the first example of a widely used SaaS Cloud. Usually, all a user needs in
order to access and use a SaaS Cloud is a browser. For this reason, one of the leading compa-
nies in delivering SaaS applications–Salesforce.com–coined the phrase ”the end of software” to
emphasize this service delivery approach. In contrast, the capabilities provided by a PaaS Cloud
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1 Introduction

Figure 1. Cloud Service Model Structuring

consist of programming languages, tools and a hosting environment for applications developed
by the cloud customer. The difference between the SaaS and PaaSmodels is that while the user of
a SaaS Cloud simply utilizes an application that runs in the cloud, the PaaS Cloud user develops
an application service (often via browser) that can be executed in the Cloud and made available
to service customers; the application service development is carried out using libraries, APIs and
tools possibly offered by some other company. Examples of PaaS solutions are AppEngine by
Google, Force.com from SalesForce, Microsoft’s Azure and Amazons Elastic Beanstalk. Finally,
a IaaS Cloud provides its customers with fundamental computing capabilities such as process-
ing, storage and networks where the customer can run arbitrary software, including operating
systems and applications. The number of companies offering such kind of services is continually
growing; one of the earliest being Amazon with their EC2 platform.

The deployment models define the mode of operation of a Cloud infrastructure; these are the
Private Cloud, the Community Cloud, the Public Cloud, and theHybrid Cloudmodels. A Private
Cloud infrastructure is operated exclusively for a customer organization; it is not necessarily
managed by that organization. In the Community Cloud model the infrastructure is shared by
several organizations and supports a specific community with common concerns (e.g. security
requirements, policy). In the Public Cloud model the infrastructure is made available to the
general public and is owned by an organization selling Cloud services. The Hybrid Cloud model
refers to Cloud infrastructures constructed out of two or more private, public or community
Clouds. These may remain unique entities but must enable data and application portability (e.g.,
for load balancing purposes) across separate Cloud infrastructures.

It can be observed that the above definition of Cloud Computing, in addition to capturing
and summarizing the fundamental scope of this paradigm, refers implicitly to one of the prin-
cipal opportunities that Cloud Computing offers; namely, the separation between the process of
constructing an infrastructure for service provision and that of providing end user services. This
opportunity enables the existence of at least three basic categories of Cloud Computing providers
and users: (i) the provider of essential Cloud Computing resources, (ii) the provider of services
implemented using these resources, and (iii) the customer of these services.

Further, one can observe that the service models described above can be thought of as struc-
tured in four hierarchical levels of abstraction, as depicted in Figure 1.

Level 0 in Figure 1 consists of the data centers containing the Cloud physical resources. Level
1 (IaaS level) is responsible for instantiating and maintaining a pool of storage and computing
resources using virtualization technologies, such as VMware, Xen and KVM [28, 30]. Level 2
(PaaS level) consists of application platforms deployed within the resources available at Level 1.
Finally, Level 3 maintains actual Cloud applications.

The development of Internet-based, data-intensive applications, such as those for e-commerce
(e.g., Amazon, eBay) and social networking (e.g., Facebook, Twitter), as well as the system sup-
port these applications require (e.g., large scale file systems such as the Google File System) are
generating a constantly increasing demand for computing and communication resources.

The Cloud Computing paradigm can respond effectively to this demand, provided that a
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2 Cloud Computing as seen from Bologna

number of limitations affecting (the current instantiations of) this paradigm can be overcome.
For example, there are no standard interfaces to the hierarchical architecture levels of Figure 1,
as yet, even though notable efforts are being made in order to define adequate Cloud Comput-
ing standards [7]. Presumably, this is because there are few business incentives to adopt such
interfaces. However, as Cloud Computing evolves and mission critical applications and services
emerge that require guaranteed availability and business continuity, the use of multiple, interop-
erating Clouds may become a necessity, in order to rule out the possibility that a single point of
failure (see below) compromise that requirement. Within this scenario, the incentives to adopt
standard interfaces that facilitate integration and inter-operation of Could services are likely to
grow.

Note that, in the above scenario, the “single point of failure” we have mentioned may well be
a Cloud provider that owns multiple and geographically distributed data centers. As these data
centers belong to a single company, the possibility that that company go bankrupt makes them
a “single point of failure” for customers, regardless of their physical distribution. As of today, a
number of projects are investigating solutions that meet the high availability and business con-
tinuity requirements mentioned above through the provision of support for Cloud federations,

e.g., Reservoir [26], Open Cirrus
TM

[3], InterCloud [6], Contrail [8].
Further Cloud Computing limitations, and the relative countermeasures necessary to over-

come them, are thoroughly discussed in the already cited reference [2]; hence, we shall not exam-
ine them here. Rather, in the rest of this paper, we propose and discuss an alternative approach to
the structuring of Cloud Computing architectures, and introduce the results of some experiments
we carried out based on that structuring approach.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we introduce our architectural
structuring approach. In Section 3 we summarize the state of the art in Cloud Computing within
the limits of four topics of interest for the scopes of our discussion; these topics are: Cloud fed-
erations, Quality of Service (QoS) in Clouds, Peer-to-Peer (P2P) Clouds, and virtualization tech-
niques. In Section 4 we discuss our experimental work. Specifically, in this Section we will
describe our experimental work on energy saving in Cloud Computing environments through
server consolidation (Subsection 4.1), the provision of QoS support in a Cloud environment (Sub-
section 4.2), and the use of Cloud Computing resources frommobile applications (Subsection 4.3).
Finally, in Section 5 we provide some concluding remarks.

2 Cloud Computing as seen from Bologna

Cloud Computing is rapidly growing in popularity as attested by the success of commercial
Cloud platforms such as Amazon EC2, Google App Engine and Windows Azure. Each of these
platforms is instantiated in a number of large datacenters owned by a single organization. We
term them centralized platforms as, owing to the single ownership feature mentioned above,
they are vulnerable to the single point of failure risk introduced earlier, as in a centralized system.
Centralized Clouds exhibit a number of shortcomings, including the following:

1. their creation and maintenance require notable investments,

2. their large size makes them complex to manage,

3. compute and storage services are offered on a best effort basis, ignoring problems such
as QoS provisioning and Service Level Agreement (SLA) negotiation.

Building a centralized Cloud is not the only option (and in some cases, it might not be even an
optimal one) to the provision of Cloud Computing services. Specifically, we can consider a whole
spectrum of possible Cloud architectures, where the centralized approach is just one of several
possibilities. In Figure 2 we examine Cloud Computing architectures along two dimensions. On
the horizontal dimension, we distinguish between three different architectures: namely, Cen-
tralized, Federated and Peer-to-peer architectures. On the vertical dimension, we identify the
principal functionalities used to build Cloud services.
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2 Cloud Computing as seen from Bologna

Figure 2. Cloud Computing Dimensions

As mentioned above, centralized Clouds constitute the current commercial offerings. Ap-
plications for scientific computation, data mining, and Web Services are typically hosted in a
centralized Cloud.

Federated Clouds, where multiple Clouds are integrated to build a larger Cloud, are a logi-
cal evolution of the centralized approach. This is an interesting alternative for those companies
who are reluctant to move their data to a Cloud provider, owing to security and confidentiality
concerns. By operating on geographically distributed datacenters, companies can still benefit
from the advantages of Cloud Computing (e.g., high availability, scalability, pay-per-use busi-
ness model) by maintaining their data at their own resources, and federating them into a larger
Cloud. Multimedia entertainment is another example where Cloud federationsmay be appropri-
ate. For example, in the case of Massive Multiplayer Online Games (MMOGs), a large number of
users interact in a virtual space that must be handled meeting strict QoS requirements. Multiple
MMOG servers can be operated on geographically distributed Clouds in order to automatically
balance the load; all the server instances can be federated to maintain a coherent game state [21].

Finally, by stretching the idea of federated Clouds to the extreme, we can build a Cloud
out of independent resources that are opportunistically assembled. We term these Clouds “P2P
Clouds”. These can be built by assembling individual peers without any central monitoring and
management components. Gossip based epidemic protocols can be used to monitor the Cloud,
handle churn and allocate resources. P2P Clouds can enable provisioning of resources at low
or zero cost; applications that can be conveniently run in such Clouds include loosely-coupled
applications, and distributed applications where the physical location of nodes is important.

The vertical dimension of Figure 2 represents the functionalities that are used or provided.
A lightweight, low-level Virtualization Layer is used to build the Cloud infrastructure. The QoS
policy management layer implements negotiation and SLA enforcement between the customers
and the Cloud service provider. It is worth observing that, in general, different Cloud architec-
tures will require specific virtualization features and SLA negotiation mechanisms. In addition,
each architecturemay or may not be able to provide QoS guarantees. Note that, as we move from
left to right in Figure 2, the core architecture becomes increasingly less reliable so that progres-
sively looser QoS guarantees are provided.
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On top of the QoS policy management layer we have a Cloud API which allows users to
interact with the different Cloud implementations using a common set of operations. The Cloud
API should provide an interface for resource negotiation, allocation and monitoring, regardless
of the specific Cloud architecture. Each architecture has its advantages and disadvantages; hence,
there are applications that are more suited for one architecture than the others.

It is not necessary that Cloud customers be fully aware of the architecture they are connecting
to; what really matters is the SLA that is negotiated between customers and the service providers.
If a P2P Cloud is built on top of resources of unknown reliability such as nodes that could be
switched on and off at any time then the P2P Cloud would be able to guarantee very loose (if
any) QoS requirements, so that demanding applications will be rejected due to SLA negotiation
failures. Needless to say, it is possible to build a P2P Cloud on top of reliable resources; in this
case the middleware could provide greater QoS guarantees.

3 State of the art

In view of the above discussion, in this Section we summarize the state of the art in Cloud Com-
puting, relative to the following four topics: (i) Cloud Federation, (ii) QoS in Clouds, (iii) P2P
Clouds and (iv) Virtualization Techniques. For a full state of the art assessment on Cloud Com-
puting the interested reader can refer to [2, 31].

3.1 Cloud Federation

Cloud federation, sometimes referred as “cloud of clouds” or “InterCloud” (the term was conied
by Cisco), is a relatively new research topic in the Cloud Computing area. Regardless of how
one names it, the integration of separate and independently owned and administered Clouds in
a federation of Clouds poses many research challenges. Examples of such challenges include (i)
the ability to support sudden workload spikes by dynamically leasing computational and stor-
age capabilities from the federated Cloud service providers, and (ii) the ability to negotiate SLA
contracts with the application service providers. Related work that discusses, under different
perspectives and contexts, issues of development of Cloud federations are introduced below

In [6] a service-oriented architectural framework for utility-oriented federation of Cloud Com-
puting environments is presented. In the vision of the authors the goal of this framework is that
of facilitating just-in-time, opportunistic, and scalable provisioning of application services, con-
sistently achieving QoS targets under variable workload, resource and network conditions. To
this end, the infrastructure described in this paper supports (i) dynamic expansion or contraction
of capabilities (Virtual Machines (VMs), services, storage, and database) for handling sudden
variations in service demand; (ii) negotiation of SLA contracts and (iii) autonomic provisioning
of QoS aware services across different Cloud providers while minimizing service costs.

Reservoir [26] is a European Union funded project whose aim is to enable massive scale de-
ployment and management of complex IT services across different administrative domains, IT
platforms and geographies. Essentially, the Reservoir project aims to support the emergence of
Service-Oriented Computing as a new computing paradigm. In this paradigm, services are soft-
ware components exposed through network-accessible interfaces that enable the composition of
complex distributed applications out of loosely coupled components. In the Reservoir vision, the
infrastructure that should support this paradigm is referred as federated Cloud.

Open Cirrus
TM

[3] is a testbed of distributed data centers for Cloud Computing research.
It provides interesting features which cannot be found in other testbeds; e.g., the federation of
heterogeneous sites for the deployment of research systems and applications. In addition, Open
Cirrus provides an open stack with non-proprietary APIs for Cloud Computing.

Finally, the scope of the Contrail project [8] is to develop an open source system that enables
the construction and maintenance of Cloud Federations. In particular, Contrail aims to build a
tightly integrated, open source software stack that includes a broad set of system, runtime and
high level services that provide Cloud customers with standard interfaces for the support of
cooperation and resource sharing over Cloud federations.

UBLCS-2011-03 6



3 State of the art

Further important issues in Cloud federations include the development of: (i) techniques
for resource usage accountability in a pay-as-you-go federated Cloud model, and (ii) methods
and tools that ensure organizations providing services constructed out of multiple, third party,
Cloud-based components that the composed service is meeting the customer availability and
responsiveness requirements. Technological solutions to this latter problem can be based on
lightweight virtualization mechanisms and suitable algorithms for load distribution and data
migration; these algorithms will have to take into account the physical location of data and com-
putations in order to enhance the performance of applications running in the federated infras-
tructure.

3.2 QoS in Clouds

To the best of our knowledge, current Cloud technology is not fully tailored to manage QoS
requirements and to honor possible SLAs, although both the industrial and the academic re-
search communities are showing growing interest on issues of QoS assurance within the context
of Cloud Computing. In general, honoring an SLA requires an accurate assessment of the amount
(and characteristics) of the needed resources. Application services hosted in Clouds (e.g., Web
applications, Web services) are often characterized by high load variance; hence, the amount of
resources needed to honor their SLAs may vary notably over time.

As of today, in order to ensure that an application SLA is not violated, a resource overpro-
vision policy is often adopted. This requires evaluating (either through application modeling or
through application benchmarking) all possible resources a hosted application can require in the
worst case, and then statically allocating these resources to that application. This policy can lead
to a largely suboptimal utilization of the hosting environment resources. In fact, being based on
a worst-case scenario, a number of allocated resources may well remain unused at run time. This
limitation can be overcome by developing a middleware architecture that can be integrated in
a Cloud Computing platform so as to manage dynamically the Cloud configuration, and honor
the SLAs of the applications that platform hosts. We have developed one such architecture; some
preliminary results we have obtained from our development are discussed in [12] and summa-
rized in Section 4.2. In the following paragraphs we briefly review a few papers on this topic that
show some analogy with our approach.

[18] describe a method for achieving resource optimization at run time by using performance
models in the development and deployment of the applications running in the Cloud. This ap-
proach is based on a so-called Layered Queueing network performance Model (LQM, a kind
of extended queueing network model) that predicts the effect of simultaneous changes (e.g., re-
source allocation/deallocation) to many decision variables (throughputs, mean service delays,
etc.). Moreover such a model seems to take no account of variables that could heavily affect
the performance of the applications hosted in the Cloud. Examples of such variables include:
(i) possible bottlenecks produced by load balancers, databases, and applications replication; (ii)
the allocation times required for the introduction of a new VM in the virtual pool; (iii) the time
elapsed from the introduction of the new VM in the virtual pool until it reaches a steady state.

[23] observe that the performance of an application hosted in a Cloud environment can be
heavily affected by the existence of other virtual machines hosting other applications on a shared
server. The authors present “Q-Cloud”, a QoS-awaremanagement framework that should ensure
that the performance experienced by the applications is the same as they would have achieved if
there was no performance interference. Q-Clouds rely upon a multi-input, multi-output (MIMO)
model that captures performance interference interactions and describes the relationship be-
tween resource allocations and the QoS experienced by VMs.

[19] proposes a Cloud optimization infrastructure structured in layers, following the Cloud
architecture depicted in Figure 1. A feedback adaptive loop based on model, estimation and
prediction techniques specific to each layer allows the optimization component to take proactive
steps to provision more hardware and software resources to avoid loss of revenue or users.
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3.3 P2P Clouds

Implementing a Cloud infrastructure on top of a P2P network is still an open problem, which has
not been fully investigated as yet. The BOINC project [1] coined the term “volunteer computing”
to denote the possibility for PC owners to contribute to a public resource pool, which then could
be used by scientific projects. In addition, there are examples of commercial offerings in the area
of P2P, distributed storage space [29].

It should be observed that existing “volunteer computing” systems such as BOINC rely on
centralized components. Maintaining the central services represents both a technical burden
and a single point of failure. Thus, there is scope for investigating the development of a fully
decentralized P2P Cloud as first proposed by [5].

In particular, the current state of the art can be advanced by providing a decentralized sys-
tem offering computational and storage resources, such that the system can self-assemble and
self-manage; we believe that this can be achieved by applying epidemic and gossip-based pro-
tocols for information dissemination and aggregation [4]. Avoiding central services allows to
reduce further the cost of deploying a P2P Cloud, making it a viable solution for very low cost
computing.

3.4 Virtualization techniques

Many implementations of IaaS Clouds use well known virtual machines or paravirtualization
technologies. Eucalyptus [24] supports both Kvm and Xen as its machine virtualization infras-
tructure, Amazon EC2 uses Xen. Clouds are often based on virtual resources assigned in an
automatic and scalable manner. Virtualization for Cloud Computing has the dual purpose to
customize the user environment and to confine the user activity for security reasons.

Partial virtualization approaches [13] are promising methods to provide a light virtualization
environment for Cloud Computing. In fact, partial virtualization runs at user level and needs
neither administration privileges to run, nor the bootstrapping of an OS or an emulated main
memory. This support seems appropriate especially for a peer-to-peer virtualization scenario
where a community of users can create a Cloud by sharing some of their resources just by running
a command.

Another area of research is network virtualization for Clouds, particularly for the support of
distributed Clouds. Virtual Distributed Ethernet (VDE) [9] has been already successfully used as
a communication infrastructure for Cloud Computing [24]. The challenge is to extend the idea
of VDE for a more effective support of highly distributed and dynamic Clouds such as those
provided by peer-to-peer components.

4 Experience Report

We have addressed three separate research issues located at the Virtualization layer, at the QoS
Management layer and at the Application layer of Figure 2, respectively. Specifically, at the Vir-
tualization layer we have addressed the problem of energy saving in a Cloud environment and
developed a solution inspired by the gossip-based protocols for information dissemination de-
scribed in [16]. At the QoS Management layer we have investigated how to respond effectively
to the QoS requirements of Cloud customer applications, and developed an architecture that en-
ables the instantiation of what we have termed “QoS-aware Clouds” (see Subsection 3.2). Finally,
at the Application layer, we have studied how Cloud Computing can be used in the context of
mobile computing in order to provide mobile devices, such as mobile phones and tablet PCs,
with communication service continuity.

The results of our findings are summarized below. A full discussion of these results can be
found in [20, 12, 11].

4.1 Saving Energy in a Cloud

A Cloud is physically hosted within large datacenters, containing a large number of computing
nodes. The energy requirement of the whole datacenter (for illumination, power supply, cooling
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Figure 3. VM Consolidation Example

and so on) is a significant fraction of the total operating costs [15]. Thus, reducing the energy
consumption is becoming an important issue, both for economical reasons (reducing costs) and
for making IT services environmentally sustainable.

We have addressed this problem at the Virtualization Layer of our architecture of Figure 2,
and developed a solution that moves VMs on a limited subset of the available (physical) com-
puting resources, so that the remaining (idle) computing nodes can be switched to low power
consumption mode. (The process of aggregating services running on multiple servers into a re-
duced number of more powerful servers is known as server consolidation. Below we use the
phrase VM consolidation to denote the consolidation of multiple VMs in a reduced number of
physical hosts.)

As an example, assume that a Cloud includes three hosts. Each host can execute four VMs
(i.e., each processor has four cores so that it can host four VMs, each providing the computational
power of a single CPU core). Assume further that at a given time, the three hosts are running
four VM instances labeled from VM1 to VM4, as depicted in Figure 3.

According to the allocation shown in Figure 3(a), all three hosts are running user code, even
though their relative utilizations are quite low: as a VM is confined to run in a single core, the
utilization of hosts 1 and 3 is at most 25%, while the utilization of host 2 is at most 50%.

The situation above is far from optimal. It is known that most current hardware is power
inefficient under light load [15]. Unfortunately, studies show that in practice servers operate at
10% to 50% of their maximum utilization level [10]. Thus, it makes sense to move VMs on fewer,
highly utilized servers so that the remaining (empty) servers can be put in power-saving mode.
Figure 3(b) shows the effect of migrating VM1 and VM4 to host 2. Hosts 1 and 3 can now be
switched to the power-saving state, until new VMs need to be allocated.

In order to address the above problem, we have developed a fully distributed algorithm,
named V-MAN, for VM consolidation in Cloud systems. This algorithm (described in detail
in [20]) is based on a simple gossip protocol that does not require any central coordinator or
globally shared data structure. It is completely VM and application agnostic, and does not re-
quire any instrumentation of either the VMs or the hosted applications. V-MAN can be executed
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Figure 4. Static system

periodically to identify a new arrangement of existing VM instances so that the number of empty
servers is maximized. Once the new allocation has been identified, it is possible to migrate VM
instances to their final destination using the live migration feature provided by most Virtual Ma-
chine monitors, e.g., [30, 25, 28].

We have evaluated V-MAN through simulation. The results obtained show that our algo-
rithm converges quickly to an optimal allocation of VM instances, has good scalability and high
resiliency to failures. In order to illustrate these properties of V-MAN, we describe below two
specific experiments that assume two opposite scenarios; namely, a static scenario and a dynamic
scenario. The full record of our experiments is described in the already cited reference [20].

We implemented V-MAN using Peersim [17], an open source Java simulator of peer-to-peer
systems. All our tests have been performed on a (simulated) network with 10000 nodes; the
maximum number of VMs each node can maintain concurrently is 8.

Experiment #1: Static system. In this first experiment we investigate the convergence speed of
V-MAN. To do so, we consider a static system, where the number of VMs is constant, and no
servers join or leave the system. At time t = 1 the system is initialized by putting a random
number of VMs on each server. Figure 4 summarizes our results. This Figure shows an area
plot of the fraction of empty servers (white area at the bottom) and full servers (dark area at
the top); the height of the light gray area on each plot denotes the fraction of hosts which are
neither full nor empty, and thus can be consolidated. The thick horizontal line shows the value
of the optimal number of empty servers. We observe that V-MAN converges very quickly: after
the first iteration the fraction of empty hosts produced by the V-MAN allocation is only slightly
lower than the optimal value.

Experiment #2: Dynamic system. In this experiment we consider a fully dynamic scenario, in
which at each step we add and remove VMs, but also add and remove servers from the Cloud.
We simulate a major Cloud outage at time t = 5, where 1000 random servers are removed from
the system; all VMs running on them are lost. Then, 2000 new (empty) servers are added at
time t = 10. At each step t we add or remove ∆t VMs from the system, where ∆t is uniformly
distributed in [−500, 500]. Figure 5 show that V-MAN is resilient to node failures, which is a
common features of many gossip-based protocols [16]. Note that the average fraction of empty
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servers is always a good approximation of the optimal value.

4.2 Meeting QoS Application Requirements in a Cloud

Our work at the QoS Management Layer of Figure 2 has been motivated by the following ob-
servation. The success of next-generation Cloud Computing infrastructures will depend on how
effectively these infrastructures will be able to instantiate and dynamically maintain computing
platforms, constructed out of Cloud resources and services, that meet arbitrarily varying resource
and service requirements of Cloud costumer applications. Typically, these applications will be
characterized by QoS requirements, such as timeliness, scalability, high availability, trust, secu-
rity, specified in the so-called SLAs; an SLA is a legally binding contract which states the QoS
guarantees that an execution environment, such as a Cloud based computing platform, has to
provide its hosted applications with.

To the best of our knowledge, current Cloud technology is not fully tailored to honor pos-
sible SLAs, although both the industrial and the academic research communities are showing
growing interest on issues of QoS assurance within the context of Cloud Computing. In gen-
eral, honoring an SLA requires an accurate assessment of the amount (and characteristics) of the
needed resources. Application services hosted in Clouds (e.g., Web applications, Web services)
are often characterized by high load variance; hence, the amount of resources needed to honor
their SLAs may vary notably over time.

As of today, in order to ensure that an application SLA is not violated, a resource overprovi-
sion policy is often adopted, that is based on evaluating (either through application modeling or
through application benchmarking) all possible resources a hosted application can require in the
worst case, and then statically allocating these resources to that application. This policy can lead
to a largely suboptimal utilization of the hosting environment resources. In fact, being based on
a worst-case scenario, a number of allocated resources may well remain unused at run time.

This limitation can be overcome by developing amiddleware architecture, as we propose, that
can be integrated in a Cloud Computing platform so as to manage dynamically the Cloud config-
uration, and honor the SLAs of the applications that platform hosts. This can be accomplished by
adding to, and removing from, the Cloud resources at run time, as needed, in order to respond
effectively to the QoS requirements of the Cloud customer applications. For the purposes of our
discussion, we term “QoS-aware Cloud” a Cloud Computing environment augmented with our
middleware architecture.
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Thus, a QoS-aware Cloud can change dynamically the amount of resources made available to
the applications it hosts, in a proactiveway. Optimal resource utilization is achieved by providing
(and maintaining at run time) each hosted application with the number of resources which is
sufficient to guarantee that the application SLA is not violated.

The architecture we have developed, fully described and evaluated in [12], is summarized
below. The principal services it incorporates are a Configuration Service and a Load Balancer.
This latter Service includes aMonitoring Service and an SLA Policy Engine. The Load Balancer is
responsible for implementing load dispatching and balancing functionalities. It receives requests
from the application clients and dispatches these requests to platform resources according to one
of a host of load balancing strategies the Load Balancer can be configured to deploy.

The Load Balancer incorporates a Monitoring Service in charge of monitoring incoming re-
quests and related responses, so as to check and logwhether the SLAs associated to these requests
are met or violated. The SLA Policy Engine embodied in the Load Balancer examines the logs
of the Monitoring Service to identify possible SLA violations, and determines whether a recon-
figuration is necessary, i.e. if the Cloud platform hosting the application needs additional virtual
nodes (scaling up) or if some virtual nodes may be released (scaling down). In case a reconfigu-
ration is necessary, the Configuration Service is invoked so as to reconfigure the Cloud platform.
This Service, in addition to adding or removing virtual resources as necessary, is responsible for
detecting the upper boundary above which adding new resources does not introduce further
significant performance enhancements.

The effectiveness of our architecture has been assessed through simulations, which are de-
scribed in detail in [11]; for the purpose of current discussion, we summarize below two results
of this assessment. In our simulation, we have assumed that our middleware can manage a pool
of spare VMs available for allocation. If our middleware detects that the SLA is being violated,
it allocates a new VM (removing it from the pool) to the application hosting platform. In this
case the hosting platform (augmented with the new VM) will become more responsive and the
average response time will return under the limit specified in the SLA. Similarly, the resource op-
timization principle requires to deallocate VMs (and insert them in the pool of spare VMs) when
they are no longer necessary in order to meet the SLA.

The objective of our assessment was to verify whether our approach enables to instantiate
application hosting platforms that both meet their SLAs and optimize the use of the resources in
the Cloud. Specifically, we have evaluated the ability of our architecture to meet the application
response time requirements and to limit the SLA violation rate. As in practice a small percentage
of SLA violations (termed the SLA efficiency attribute) can be tolerated, in our experimental
evaluation we set the SLA efficiency attribute to 95%; thus, the SLA response time requirement
could be violated by 5% over a predefined timeframe, at most. The allocation time, i.e. the time
necessary to set up a newVMand to include it in the execution environment, was set to 2 seconds.

We injected artificial load into the Cloud following a simple request distribution: the load
has been progressively increased until it reached about 90 requests per second (the limit spec-
ified in the SLA was 100 reqs/sec) and then progressively decreased. This experiment ran for
approximately 400 seconds of simulated time; the results obtained are illustrated in Figure 6.
As this Figure shows, our middleware components dynamically adjust the hosting platform size
as necessary, augmenting the number of clustered VMs as load increases and releasing VMs as
load decreases. However, note that the SLA Policy Engine tends to deallocate a VM and to re-
allocate it again quickly. Although this behavior could cause additional overhead, it optimizes
the resource utilization as it permits to use as little VMs as possible to honor the SLA.

In addition, in this experiment we measured the percentage of SLA violations (see Figure 7).
In this Figure, the peaks correspond to the instant in which a new node had to be added to the
hosting platform for not incurring SLA efficiency requirement violations; as shown in Figure 7,
the SLA violation rate is maintained below the 5% limit imposed by the hosting SLA.

4.3 SupportingMobile Multimedia Communications through Cloud Computing

It has been pointed out that mobile interactive application services can contribute to augment the
Cloud Computing momentum [2]. These services are likely to be attracted to the Cloud as they
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Figure 6. Resource Utilization and Response Time

may require both high availability and the use of large data sets that can be hosted conveniently in
a Cloud (e.g., video streaming); in addition, we observe that mobile interactive applications such
as VoIP applications, video streaming and on-line games require both seamless communications
and support for real time interactions.

In view of these requirements, we have developed a (cross-layer) proxy-based distributed ar-
chitecture which provides mobile devices with the abstraction of always-connected services [14].
This abstraction consists of maintaining seamless communications across multiple networks.
Thus, in essence, our architecture makes use of all the networks available to a mobile device,
and dynamically adapts their use on the basis of their performance and costs, transparently to
the applications that device is running (and to the remote service that device may be interacting
with).

The Cloud in this context is used to guarantee the applications running in a mobile device
with continuity of the communication service, regardless of the number of networks that are
involved in the mobile application nomadic activities.

Our architecture is based on a pair of proxies for each mobile device; namely, a client proxy
in the mobile device, and a correspondent server proxy in the Cloud [11].

A client (a mobile device) entering the system contacts a gateway that allocates the Cloud
resources that client needs, and provides it with details on the specific server proxy configured
to support its communications.

In summary, our architecture consists of the following three principal subsystems: the General-
purpose Cloud Subsystem, the Cloud-side Mobility Support Subsystem, and the Client-side Mo-
bility Support Subsystem. Their relative responsibilities can be summarized as follows. The
General-purpose Cloud Subsystem (i) manages the physical resources of the hosts, (ii) runs the
virtual machines on the selected host of the Cloud, (iii) implements admission control, account-
ing and billing mechanisms, and (iv) provides libraries, tools and the execution environment for
use from the applications. The Cloud-side Mobility Support Subsystem provides the mobile de-
vices with the application specific always-connected service, and consists of the previously cited
gateways and server proxies. It is responsibility of the gateway to select the most suitable location
of the server proxy for each given mobile user, so as to minimize the network latency between
the pair of proxies. Finally, the Client-side Mobility Support Subsystem runs in the mobile de-
vice and executes both the user application and the client proxy that hides the effects of the user
movements.

To conclude this Section, two observations are in order. Firstly, the Cloud is employed as
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Figure 7. Resource Utilization and Violation Rate

an IaaS as a virtual machine executing a server proxy is set up each time a (new) mobile client
makes a request. Secondly, the system outlined above differs from common applications/services
running in a Cloud as these typically do not impose constraints on the geographical location of
the Cloud node where the application service is executed. In contrast, in our proposal a crucial
requirement is that the server-proxy be located so as to minimize the communication latency
with its client, and optimize the servers responsiveness. Hence, the use of a single datacenter for
the Cloud may not be an appropriate choice; rather, completely distributed (or federated) Clouds
may offer effective solutions.

5 Concluding Remarks

In this paper we have introduced a novel architectural structuring of Cloud Computing environ-
ments. This structuring can be thought of as consisting of two orthogonal dimensions; namely,
a vertical dimension that captures the Cloud functionalities, and a horizontal dimension that
captures the Cloud organization model.

This architectural structuring has enabled us to isolate and address a number of relevant
problems in the Cloud computing field; our proposed solutions to these problems have been
summarized in this paper.

Our plan is to develop in greater detail the Cloud structuring introduced in this paper and
use it to classify Cloud services and applications according to the two dimensions mentioned
above. In addition, through the development of our architectural structuring and the above
classification, we aim at the following twofold objective.

On the one hand we would like to make available to Cloud customers (i.e., both Cloud ser-
vice end users and Cloud service providers) a tool, based on our classification, that enable them
to make an informed choice as to which Cloud architecture can be the most suitable for their
relative scope. On the other hand, through our structuring and classification, we would like
to provide Cloud designers with assistance in taking the appropriate design decisions as to the
properties the Cloud Computing environment they are developing is to posses, in order to re-
spond effectively to the requirements of the expected users of that environment.
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